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I what is "work" ? 



what is a "worker" ? 





! I  what is a "contribution" ? 



what "innovation" 



the world ana workforce are becomi. .g 
increasingly connected and networked 



dependent on people and their 
knowledge, skills, energy, and expertise 



'driven oy tk 
isruptive te 

le develop men^ -1f new 
chnolgies and platforms 



lets explb% how NASA can PfFPly 

the global shift.,i,pL,~emograhics 
the popularity dt'collaborative technology, 

\I and desire for participation, 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

to the future of space exploration 



the evolution of work 

the engagement 

user contribution 

a case study 

systems 



of work 



ha m-uscle with machines 





the worker was reinvented 



everyone could contribute 



mechanized 





industralization laid the foundation for 
the modern world 



it has shaped everything from - 

where we work ... 



work.. . 



to how we work 





we are moving from 'The mach:ine age to the infarmatian age 
4 
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the implications are profound 



"Work has become more cognitively complete, more I ' 
team-based and collaborative, more dependent on social skills, 
more time pressured, more reliant on technological competence, 
more mobile, and less dependent on geography" 





e are more than ever a source of critical 
nd knowledge as well as sustainable 

corn, ~titive advantage 



"Previous technological-driven revolutions, like the electrification 
of industry, took the better part of a century to unfold. Today the 
escalating scope and scale of the resources applied to 
innovation means that change will unfold more quickly." 





$k&& iff 





and putting unprecedented power 
into the hands of individuals 



"The younger generation are not passive recepients of mass consumer culture, 
they spend their time searching, reading, scrutinizing, authenticating, 
collcl berating, and organizing (everything from their MP3 collections to protest 
demans.frations). The internet makes life an ongoing, massive collaboration, and 
this generation loves." 





"Generational workplace norms - speed, freedom, openness, 
innovation, mobility, authenticity, and playfulness - can form the 
basis of a revitalized and innovative workforce - but can also raise 
tough challenges for employers seeking to adapt to new 
expectations" 



companies are beginning to I 
technology, demographics 

the workplac 

eve rage the shift of 
d behaviors in 





The term "enterprise 2.0" is used a lot today in business to 
describe how organizations can implement novel technologies, 
provide software as a service, and use the web as a platform. 
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'. the challenge for organizations 

is to build or utilize new work systems 
take advantage of the larger global shifts 





today, a large number of people are looking to 
make a difference in an organization that 

makes a difference in? he world 







"Most companies can barely manage to research the fundamental disciplines 
that contribute to their products, let alone retain the field's most talented 
people within their boundary. So to ensure that they remain at the forefront of 
their industries, companies must increasingly open their doors to the global talent 

C ?  pool that thrives outside their walls." 



Towers Perrin surveyed 90.000 employees in 18 
- - 

countries and focused on drivers of attraction. 
retention, and engagement in the workplace Y 



connection to the organlzcrtson measured 
across three dimensions 1 
rational: how well employees understand 
their roles and responsibilities 
(the "thinkhg" part of the equation) I 
emotional: how much passion and energy 
+hmv bring to their work 
, , , ,, "feeling " parf of fhe equation) I 
motivational: how well they perform in their 
roles I 

those who have discont 
rationally, emotionally anc 
motivationally 

T O W E R S  
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the partly disengaged, with lower scores on 
all three components of engagement, 
especially the emotional connection 

Disengaged 

Engaged 
L those giving full discretionary 

effort, with high scores on all 
three dimensions 

1 Enrolled 
the partly engaged, with higher scores on 
the rational and motivational dimensions, 
but less connected emotionally 



Put another way, aim& four out of five workers we not living 
up to their full potential cx doing what it takes to help their 
~ n i z a t i m s  succeed. More disturbing still, almost two out of 
five (the disenchanted and dismgaged) haw already " m e d  
out" to some extent. For employas, the implication is cleac 
fhey are not harnessing the full power of thair workiwce and 
achieving the performance lift that high engagement delivers. 
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The study found that companies with the highest 
levels of employee engagement achieve better 
financial results and are more successful in retaining 
their most valued employees than companies with 
lower levels of engagement A. . I 
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'1 
have a surprisingly 

pivotal role to play in developing an engaged 
workforce if they focus on the right things 
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Top 10 Drivers of Employee Engagement Globally 

1 4. Input into decision making in my department I 
1 5. Organization quickly resolves customer conwrnt I 

. 1 6. Set high personal standards I 
7. Have excellent career advancsment opportunities 

8. Enjoy challenging work assignments that broaden skills I 
9. Good relationship with supervisor I 

10. Oqpnlzatlon encourq 











"Traditional hierarchies still exist. Bosses still expect to be bosses. 
Command and control is alive and well." 



how do we forge 
to engage 

a new 
global 

work system 



"Business performance in an information society means 
knowing how to mobilize collective intelligence." 



shared design 
open innovation 

open architecture 
producer innovation 

autonomous innovators 
embedded open toolkits 

distributed innovation systems 
cooperative resource exchange 

open source science and research 

user contribution system 
community based knowledge systems 

amplified intelligence technology 
collaborative user communities 

user developed innovation 
collaborative innovation 
collective intelligence 
collective invention 
e-collective work 
crowdsourcing 



The concept of user contribution isn't new, but companies have 
created user contribution systems. That is, they've created 
methods for aggregating and leveraging people's contributions 
and behaviors in ways that are useful to other people. 



user 

contribution 

system 

employees, customers, or even 
people with no previous 
affliation to the organization 

can be active (work, expertise, 
or information) or passive and 
even unknowing (behavioral 
data) 

the method or platform, usually 
internet-based, by which 
contributions are aggregated 
and automatically converted 
into something useful to others 



"Conventional wisdom says you should control and protect proprietary resources and innovations - 
especially intellectual property - through patents, copyright and trademark. Most industries still think this 
way. Today, a new economics of intellectual property is prevailing. Increasingly, and to a degree of 
paradoxically, firms in electronics, biotechnology, and other fields find that maintaining and defending 

I a proprietary system of intellectual property often cripples their ability to create value. Smart firms are 
treating IP like a mutual fund -they manage a balanced portfolio of IP assets, some protected and 
some shared. " 



Manufacturer 
a- 

User-manufacturer 
boundary 

User 
activity 

User draws on local need 
information to specify 

local capability information 
to dewlop prototype 
responsive to specifications. 

User draws on local need and 

context of use information to 
evaluate prototype. 
User changes specifications as 

needed. 

Manufacturer iterates until 
user is satisfied. 

\ User iterates until satisfied. 
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at NASA, this could be what we call 
"Participatory Exploration" 



"The leaders in innovation will be those who figure out the 
best way to leverage a network of outsiders." 



8 dominant collaboration patterns 

screen for specific solution with knowledge where to find it; 
outsource innovation to external actor 

openly search for solutions (observe communities); no direct 
interaction with external actors 

screen for solutions; integrate with external holder and 
coIIa borate 

post an innovation task openly to pre-defined group; external 
actors collaborate 

post a problem to pre-defined external network of experts; self 
selecting problem solvers work independently 

post a specific problem or idea, start a contest to a known 
pre-defined group; participants must be qualified 

post a challenge or problem to undefined group; self-selecting 
problem solvers work independently 

post ideas, tasks or do onlin brainstorm with broad unknown 
heterogeneous community; work collaboratively 



which kind of collaboration is right for you? 

open, flat 

open 

closed 

closed, flat 

open, heirarchical 

+ heirarchical 

flat 

closed, heirarchical 



"The participation revolution now underway opens up new I 

possibilities for billions of people to play active roles in their 
workplaces, communities, national democracies, and hte 
global economy at large." 



a case study 





"No matter who you are, 
the smartest people work for someone else." 



digital astronaut 
a sophisticated compendium of knowledge and computational 
modeling tool that can be used to construct predictive simulations 
of human body system 



I developers of the quantitative physiology model 
leman, Summers at the University of Mississippi Medical Center 





detailed schematic for spaceflight induced 
changes in skeletal muscle size 



I Goal: Protect the Astronaut While Climbing a Ladder I 
I 

I Develop a Countermeasurn 

I Need to Identify the Target Physiologic MechanismsISystems I 

I Physiologic Systems Analysis of the Act of Climbing a Ladder I 

I Computer Simulation of Astronaut for Climbing a Ladder I 

I U@al Astmnuut- Whole Body Model of Human Physiology I 

I Muscle Model 1 I -Model I I Cardiovascular Model 1 I Other Models I 



user 

contribution 

system 

scientists, academia, medical 
industry, garners, artists, 
engineers, students, etc. 

science knowledge 
research data 
software development 
data manipulation 
model simulations 

X M L  based model and modules, 
along with toolkit, offered via the 
internet. Website to aggregate 
knowledge, data, and model 
simulations 



digital astronaut collaboration style 

open, flat 

closed 

flat 

closed, flat closed, heirarchical 
rn 



model download d 
software development 

//digitalastronaut 
data and simulation ce  

:ommunity 
science plan 

t :  cornpt'dil~rn of kn  ledge 

A- 
\ 

I 



the role of the user t n system 
F 
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Physiology, Systems and Performance Project (EPSP), as well as the Digital Astronaut Project, 
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* all artwork and images courtesy of author or NASA unless otherwise noted here 
* credits for quotes given in the presentation itself and not repeated here. 
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